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In a recent report titled “Leadership and Innovation in Times of Digitalization,” 

Germany’s Mechanical Engineering Industry Association, VDMA, recommends 

that businesses in its sector “raise their game when it comes to radical inno-

vation.” And to achieve that, the report continues, they need to explore “new 

angles, ideas and working approaches.” Managers from mechanical and plant 

engineering companies attending the SPS IPC Drives trade show should be 

sure to visit the Beckhoff booth because it offers the chance to see a wealth 

of ideas and platforms that support radical innovation, live and up-close.

Known within the automation industry for its occasionally maverick mindset, 

Beckhoff, headquartered in Verl, Germany, has always sought to push the in-

novation envelope. PC-based control, communication over industrial Ethernet, 

and linear transport systems like XTS may perhaps be taken for granted today, 

but when the company first presented these technologies to the market, many 

industry pundits were perplexed.

Now, though, Beckhoff has built a reputation industry-wide as an “innova-

tion engine”. Open automation systems with PC-based control technology 

have become firmly established throughout the marketplace. “We call SPS 

IPC Drives ‘the automation tech Olympics’ and, as in prior years, we’re ea-

gerly looking forward to fielding our products in Nuremberg in 2018,” says 

entrepreneur Hans Beckhoff. “Once again, we’ve lined up a large number of 

exciting product innovations, both large and small. For us, product develop-

ments generally fall into one of two categories – evolutionary or revolution-

ary – and this year we’ll be lifting the wraps on two that we consider truly 

revolutionary.”

Innovation engine  
at full speed
Automation specialist Beckhoff once again will be showing 
an abundance of innovations at SPS IPC Drives, ranging from 
motion control and PC-based control technology to EtherCAT. 
In our traditional annual pre-show interview, Ronald Heinze, 
Open Automation’s editor-in-chief, talked to Hans Beckhoff, 
the company’s managing director, about the new products 
and advancements, which have been lined up.

Innovating for success

It seems that  strong business performance and innovative strength clearly go 

hand in hand: “Business-wise, 2018 is shaping up to be another good year 

for us,” says the managing director. “We’re expecting to report robust growth 

and global sales in excess of 900 million euros.”

“As we continue to grow as a business, we’re expanding capacity across all 

of our departments,” Hans Beckhoff adds. The headcount, too, is rising and 

today exceeds 4,000 employees. Hans Beckhoff: “We need new buildings. This 

year, for instance, we’ve created another 40,000 m2 of manufacturing space 

through building purchases as well as new builds – capacity that we’re grad-

ually bringing into operation now.” Worth particular mention is a major new 
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11,000 m2 building for the company’s EMS (Electronic Manufacturing Services) 

production, he points out: “This doubles our primary manufacturing capacity. 

We’re currently also investing 65 million euros in research and development, 

plus approximately 5 million euros in training up young talent.”

Parallel to its ongoing push to innovate, the company is pursuing a clear 

strategy of expansion. “We’re investing in building out our sales organization 

still further,” the company leader explains. “Our aim is to grow 10 percent 

annually.” And to this end, existing sales capacity has been bolstered in 

several countries, partly by adding new sales offices, and partly by boosting 

headcounts at existing locations. “Our Taiwan office is now operational, and 

we’ve set up the Beckhoff Mexico subsidiary as well,” he adds.

Interesting novelties

The company is exhibiting a host of interesting new products from across 

its entire portfolio at SPS IPC Drives. “In our Industrial PC range, we’re 

launching a new model in our ultra-compact C60xx series, the C6032,” 

Hans Beckhoff announces. “We think it’s a strong contender, with the 

potential to head up the ‘Olympic’ rankings when it comes to compactness 

and performance. When we launched the series two years ago, users quick-

ly adopted it as their new standard form factor and deployed it in large 

numbers.” The company’s Embedded PCs are expanded by a new perfor-

mance class, too, with the new CX52xx series. Beckhoff goes on: “Built on 

Intel® Apollo Lake technology, they not only run control programs faster, 

their graphics performance in particular is significantly better as well.”
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The global market for small controllers – excluding logic relays – is large, 

running to hundreds of thousands of units. The Beckhoff control technology 

portfolio, ranging from mini PLCs all the way up to high-performance In-

dustrial PCs, is highly scalable and can be adapted precisely to suit a given 

application. “We have an ideal lineup of high-end PLCs, plus a strong offering 

in the medium performance class,” says the managing director.

However, to date, the company has not had a genuine small controller that was 

TwinCAT 3-ready. At SPS IPC Drives, this is about to change. “We have a major 

announcement in the small controller segment,” he reports. “We’ll be unveiling 

our new CX7000 series, which has a really fast but inexpensive CPU.” At a price 

point of approximately 200 euros, these controllers feature onboard digital and 

analog I/Os and can be expanded almost infinitely by adding tried-and-tested 

I/O systems from Beckhoff such as the Bus Terminals and EtherCAT Terminals. 

“These controllers can be programmed in the TwinCAT 3 engineering environ-

ment. This means that the ease-of-use and performance TwinCAT 3 offers in 

the large controller domain is now available with small controllers, too.” The 

new series of small controllers is based on a fast 32-bit ARM processor. “Our 

CX7000 controllers are a performance marvel, offering ample power,” says 

Beckhoff. The new series will be expanded step by step going forward.

The I/O segment is one of the company’s key product categories. “We’re again 

presenting a wide variety of new products this year,” the managing owner 

reports. “We will add a four-channel relay terminal to our EtherCAT Terminal 

series, for example, and our power measurement terminals now feature ad-

ditional current and voltage measurement ranges. We’re also presenting new 

Bus Couplers with ‘Extended Distance’ capabilities over copper.” The latter can 

support copper wiring runs up to 300 m long – distances often needed in the 

process industry and other sectors. “For our EtherCAT P technology – which 

carries power and data on a single cable – we’re introducing our largest-for-

mat connector, the B 40, which can carry a 72 A three-phase alternating 

current as well as an EtherCAT signal,” he adds.

Fifteen years of EtherCAT

This year is an important anniversary for EtherCAT. “We launched EtherCAT at 

the Hannover Messe industrial show back in 2003,” the entrepreneur recalls. 

“Automation professionals were surprised and enthusiastic about it at the 

time. We designed and developed EtherCAT specifically for automation – in 

particular, for high-speed, motion-control-intensive automation tasks. We also 

optimized the system for maximum ease-of-use.” A regular RJ45 Ethernet port 

on a computer was all it took to connect a CPU quickly and reliably to complex 

machinery involving extensive process images.

“Suddenly, there was no need for the kind of dedicated communication 

controller commonly used for the protocol stack at that time,” Hans Beckhoff 

recalls. “Large numbers of devices generating data quantities ranging from as 

little as two bits up to 64 kilobytes could be connected up easily in a linear 

arrangement without the need to configure addresses.”

EtherCAT’s capabilities proved compelling – so much so that it was a swift 

success within the automation sector and later became a global standard. 

“The EtherCAT Technology Group currently has more than 5,000 member or-

ganizations,” graduate physicist Beckhoff notes. “In many countries, EtherCAT  

has become one of the most widely used automation standards.” Its technical 
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branch that steps down from 1 Gbit/s to 100 Mbit/s. Users can work with 

an easy-to-manage branch model to set up EtherCAT branches and change 

transmission rates. They can also parallelize EtherCAT segments; this allows 

major reductions in signal propagation times and therefore much shorter com-

munication and cycle times as well. The Coupler and other branch devices are 

designed to enable, the entire 100 Mbit/s device ecosystem to be integrated 

seamlessly into a 1 Gbit/s or 10 Gbit/s network.” Cycle times in standard PLC 

applications will be shorter; it will be possible to implement complex motion 

applications with an even greater number of axes; and data-intensive devices 

will be able to integrate directly into EtherCAT systems. “Machine vision 

cameras or test and measurement equipment with high sampling rates, for 

instance, generate substantial amounts of data, and these can be read in with 

very short cycle times and the high efficiency EtherCAT is known for.”

Hans Beckhoff is excited about the possibilities: “EtherCAT G and G10 raise 

performance to entirely new levels that will enable our customers to build 

the best, highest-performing machinery in the world.” At the same time, he 

is careful to emphasize that EtherCAT G and G10 are not intended to replace 

standard EtherCAT, which works so well at 100 Mbit/s. The new high-perfor-

mance variants are compatible enhancements that are simply intended as 

Beckhoff is continuing to expand its ultra-compact series of IPCs: Compared  

to the C6030, the C6032 (represented on the right) features additional ports.

advantages aside, EtherCAT has also shown itself to be enormously stable. He 

adds: “The protocol was defined and implemented so perfectly 15 years ago 

that it hasn’t needed any changes since. EtherCAT’s performance and immense 

stability are the reason why it has found its way into many automation ven-

dors’ product lines.”

“It’s now time, though, to take another leap forward,” Hans Beckhoff con-

tinues, and to coincide with the industry show in Nuremberg, the company is 

giving EtherCAT a major performance increase with the launch of EtherCAT G  

and EtherCAT G10. EtherCAT G operates at the 1 Gbit/s transmission rate of 

standard Ethernet, and EtherCAT G10 at 10 Gbit/s – 100 times faster than 

current standard EtherCAT running at 100 Mbit/s. This massive step up in the 

transmission rate will allow far higher data throughput, though the effective 

gain will depend on factors like latency and the connection topology deployed.

   

“EtherCAT’s performance and simplicity have always been two key qualities,” 

he explains, adding: “We are keeping it simple but at the same time we are 

giving the already outstanding performance of EtherCAT an enormous boost! 

And we’ve accomplished this advancement without changing the protocol.”  

Hans Beckhoff goes on: “EtherCAT G/G10 is fully compatible with convention-

al EtherCAT. All of the field-proven features, including processing on-the-fly 

and distributed clocks, have been retained; this, combined with the speed 

increase, will enable users to create even more powerful control systems.”

“EtherCAT can interconnect with EtherCAT G and G10,” the managing direc-

tor  explains. “It’s possible, for instance, to use an EK1400 Coupler to create a  

The CX7000 Embedded PC is a powerful but inexpensive small controller that can  

be used with the TwinCAT 3 software platform and expanded almost infinitely via  

Bus or EtherCAT Terminals.



a system expansion. In fact, Beckhoff is also introducing two new standard 

EtherCAT communication ICs with a faster data interface and lower power 

consumption that are compatible with their predecessors and will of course be 

available to all EtherCAT equipment manufacturers worldwide to incorporate 

into their devices. 

Real-time communication on standard Ethernet, too, is an interesting field 

for Beckhoff automation technology. Back in 1996, the company achieved 

control cycle times of 1  ms using a proprietary real-time Ethernet protocol 

and a BK9000 Bus Coupler. Time-sensitive networking (TSN) switch technol-

ogy now under development can further enhance the real-time capability of 

many Ethernet-based protocols and, in the light of this, Beckhoff supports the 

adoption of TSN as a shared technology base by all fieldbus organizations, 

which is currently the subject of intensive debate in the industry. Compatibil-

ity between EtherCAT and TSN can be achieved with the company’s EK1000 

Bus Coupler, which connects EtherCAT segments simply and elegantly to any 

TSN switch. The Coupler supports EtherCAT communication over a switched 

Ethernet network, combining TSN with the broad range of I/O capabilities sup-

ported by EtherCAT Terminals. This means that machine builders can combine 

TSN standards used at the control level and higher with EtherCAT at the field 

level to achieve superior performance.

Free-floating planar movers create a real-life “flying carpet”

The linear eXtended Transport System (XTS) from Beckhoff unites the advan-

tages of two established drive principles to deliver an unprecedented drive 

solution. The next big innovation is similar in terms of direction. 

“Our biggest reveal by far at this year’s trade show 

is a free-floating planar motor that we call our ‘flying carpet,’” announces  

Hans Beckhoff. “It’s a two-dimensional linear motor that literally floats – 

hence the nickname.” This is a mechatronics solution which, like the XTS,  

has movers; the difference, though, is that they are levitating. The movers –  

12 x 12 x 1.5 cm “tiles” held aloft by permanent magnets – glide narrowly 

over aluminum plates. Traveling magnetic fields generated in the planar 

modules below allow the movers to be positioned precisely and highly dy-

namically. “An individual mover can carry weights up to 1.5 kg. But you can 

also combine, for example, four movers to carry a heavier payload,” company 

visionary Beckhoff explains.

The planar modules are 24 x 24 cm tiles that, like their ceramic counterparts, 

can be laid and installed in a bond pattern. They contain all the electronics, 

including the measurement and EtherCAT communication technology. “To in-

stall, they only need power supply and an EtherCAT connection,” emphasizes 

Beckhoff, adding: “There’s no need either for rollers or for maintenance to 

redress wear.”

The possibilities are immense: “Multiple movers can travel together in  

formation. If need be, they can also overtake one another,” he explains.  

The movers accelerate extremely quickly and  

can travel at a remarkable speed of  
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The planar motor is a two-dimensional linear motor  

with free-floating movers.
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Ronald Heinze: Has your image-processing technology  

proved popular with customers?

Hans Beckhoff: TwinCAT Vision is standout technology, and our customers and 

our own engineers are really happy with it. Market take-up has been good. Our 

existing customer base has found it a valuable and easy-to-use addition to the 

Beckhoff technology, and it’s extending our reach to new customers, too.

Ronald Heinze: A lot of established businesses are investing  

in startups at the moment. Have you done so as well?

Hans Beckhoff: Beckhoff is known for being a technology-driven company and 

we’re proud of the fact that we develop our key technologies in-house. All the 

technology that has earned us our reputation and fueled our success over the 

years was conceived and developed inside the company. Key examples include 

our PC-based control technology, Lightbus in the late 1980s, Bus Terminals and 

TwinCAT in the mid-1990s, EtherCAT in 2003, and the XTS system in 2012. And 

this year, too, we’re rolling out several path-breaking innovations. So the answer 

is, we’re keeping to our principle of developing our technology in-house.

Ronald Heinze: Artificial Intelligence is currently being hyped  

as the next big thing. What have you got lined up here?

Hans Beckhoff: AI is exciting, fascinating and important, and we expect it to be 

of major importance in automation. A working group in the company is already 

training neural networks successfully and using them in our products. We’ve 

also integrated the MATLAB®/Simulink® tool chain into our TwinCAT real-time 

environment. MATLAB®/Simulink® comes with some excellent AI libraries that 

we can leverage for high performance in TwinCAT.

moment is on evaluating the potential of communication over 5G wireless. 

Given its promise of low latency, it might also be used at some stage to 

implement technical control applications.”

The principle of PC-based control has been at the forefront of the company’s 

activities almost since its inception. “With this approach, the control runtime 

system and the engineering environment are both implemented on a personal 

computer,” says Hans Beckhoff. “Every 3D CAD system today also runs on a 

PC. This has prompted us to begin developing a TwinCAT simulator that will 

make it easy to connect our TwinCAT programming and runtime system with 

CAD software running on the same computer. Our aim is to enable engineering 

designs to be tested in the actual control software.” Looking ahead, he says: 

“It will be a good six months or so before we can actually release the software, 

but we think it could offer our customers a near-perfect environment in which 

to simulate sequences of machine functions.”

With innovations definitely on the horizon for next year, too, this champion 

innovator is clearly working hard today to remain firmly ahead of the curve 

tomorrow.

First published in Open Automation, issue 06/2018, VDE-Verlag, www.vde-verlag.de

Three questions for  
Managing Director Hans Beckhoff

4 m/s. As usual at Beckhoff, the solution is controlled by TwinCAT software. And, 

as the managing director is keen to point out: “There’s some fairly complex 

math behind these versatile capabilities.”

“There are scores of potential applications,” he explains. “The planar motors 

could revolutionize packaging or assembly technology, for instance.” The  

motors are also ideal for environments with strict hygiene requirements  

because the plates can be film-coated to enable washdown. The solution  

could give rise to new solutions in warehouse technology as well. 

Driving digital transformation

Hans Beckhoff is confident that Germany’s mechanical engineering sector is 

progressing well along the road to digital transformation: “We don’t know of 

any country that’s further ahead than we are,” he says. But he is also aware 

that technological revolutions in the capital goods sector can take time: “The 

past three industrial revolutions spanned decades, and the fourth will take a 

decade at least to accomplish.”

In the assessment of its managing director, the company has “a strong 

software and hardware portfolio, geared specifically to the needs of users in 

machine building.” He goes on: “One key focus of our R&D department at the 



Beckhoff has been represented in Taiwan by the distributor Ji Dien since 2006, 

and Ji Dien will continue to be an important partner for the business on the 

Pacific island in the future. However, the new Beckhoff subsidiary is intended 

to further increase the market presence as Area Sales Manager Joshua Rusdy 

explains: “Taiwan is an exciting and expanding market, especially in the field 

of machine building, and we have already seen evidence of the rapid adoption 

of New Automation Technology from Beckhoff in this area.” With Phylex Ong, 

an experienced managing director could be recruited for the new subsidiary 

who has deep knowledge of the automation industry as well as of the local 

markets and companies.

New subsidiary founded in Taiwan
The Beckhoff subsidiary in Taichung, Taiwan, commenced its operations in October 2018. Under the management of Phylex Ong, 
this will make it possible to tap into the market potential in this country even more effectively.

Expansion of sales activities in East Asia

10 news       PC Control 04 | 2018
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See great potential on the market in Taiwan in the future: Kai Ristau, Head International Sales and Business Development, Phylex Ong, Managing Director Beckhoff Taiwan, Frederike 

Beckhoff, Assistant General Management, Hans Beckhoff, Managing Director, and Joshua Rusdy, Area Sales Manager International Sales & Business Development (from left to right)



Further information:
www.beckhoff.com.tw

A market with great potential

The new branch office is located directly in the center of Taichung, the second 

largest city in Taiwan with about 2.8 million inhabitants. The country’s most 

important business locations – Taipei, Hsinchu, Tainan and Kaohsiung – are 

easily accessible from here. Ten employees currently work in the 250-m2 office 

of Beckhoff Taiwan. They are responsible for the areas of sales, application and 

support as well as finance and administration. 

Taiwan is known for its IT, electronics and semiconductor industries. In  

addition, machine tool manufacturing is of central importance. According  

to Phylex Ong, digitization plays a major role in this context: “It is becom-

ing increasingly important for traditional machine builders to make their  

machines Industrie 4.0-capable, which means to take predictive maintenance 

concepts, cloud connection and big data analytics into consideration right 

from the outset and to integrate them together with conveyor technology 

and robotics.”

11PC Control 04 | 2018       news
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The new Beckhoff subsidiary office is  

located directly in the center of Taichung.

Beckhoff technology is in demand

Traditionally, Germany has always been an important foreign trading partner 

for Taiwan, and the Made in Germany label also enjoys a good reputation here. 

Phylex Ong explains: “TwinCAT 3 in particular is an important product for the 

Taiwanese market, the reason being that, with the integration of C++ and 

MATLAB®/Simulink®, having TwinCAT 3 is another major advantage over other 

control systems on the market. TwinCAT HMI and TwinCAT Vision are also 

integral components of PC-based control. The industry in Taiwan is generally 

very positive, open-minded and curious about PC-based control technology, 

not least because even more complicated control tasks can be mastered at 

higher speeds and at the same time with a minimized machine footprint.”



Integrated Systems Europe will open its gates again in Amsterdam from February 

5 to 8, 2019. The organisers of the world's leading trade fair for AV, media and 

building technology are expecting more than 1,300 exhibitors and 80,000 visitors. 

Specialist for PC-based control, Beckhoff will showcase components and solutions 

designed for an integrated control approach: By means of the central hardware 

and software platform, all types of applications, from audio/video control via 

integrated automation and device management to show effects, can be directly 

integrated with building automation.

The 17th international trade show for intralogistics solutions and process man-

agement will take place in Stuttgart from February 19 to 21, 2019. The focus 

is on innovative products, solutions and systems for procurement, warehouse, 

production and distribution logistics. Specialist for PC- and EtherCAT-based au-

tomation technology, Beckhoff, will be exhibiting at Logimat for the first time. 

With system-integrated IoT and data analysis functionalities the open and flexible 

PC-based control platform is ideal for  implementing fast and efficient automation 

solutions in logistics.

Integrated Systems Europe LogiMAT

www.beckhoff.com/ise www.beckhoff.com/logimat

37 school graduates have begun their professional futures at Beckhoff in the 

new training year 2018. For three decades now, the company has been offering 

young people with an active interest in technology outstanding prospects for de-

velopment in the meanwhile eight dual vocational training programs. The success 

of this qualification, which is very practice-oriented from the very beginning, is 

also reflected in the fact that, as a tradition of long-standing, the trainees who 

successfully complete their course are usually employed by Beckhoff afterwards.

On 1 August 2018, 25 students started at Beckhoff in the practice-integrated 

Bachelor’s degree courses for Mechatronics/Automation, Industrial Engineering, 

Digital Logistics, Product Service Engineering and Digital Technologies. The Digital 

Technologies course is new and offered for the first time. This addition is proof 

positive of the great success of the training model and the promising orientation 

of the Gütersloh campus of the Bielefeld University of Applied Sciences towards 

current technological trends and the needs of the job market.

37 new apprentices take the first step  
in their exciting careers

Practice-integrated study courses cover  
the need for qualified young employees
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At the international meeting place for the tire and rubber industry, scheduled 

to take place in Hanover from March 5 to 7, 2019, Beckhoff will be presenting 

its product innovations for implementing efficient, space-saving and cost-saving 

automation solutions. Visit us at our booth and find out how PC-based control 

technology from Beckhoff can help reduce your operating costs and make your 

production processes more efficient.

Tire Technology Expo

www.beckhoff.com/tiretech

The ISH will open its doors on the Frankfurt exhibition grounds on March 11, 

2019. Beckhoff will be presenting its TwinCAT 3 Building Automation software 

package. Through holistic integration of all building functions, the PC-based 

control platform has all the information needed for efficiency optimisation at its 

disposal at any time. Moreover, system-integrated Beckhoff IoT communication 

simplifies centralized energy data analysis, clear trend recording and big data 

handling in the cloud.

ISH

www.beckhoff.com/ish
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Over 91,016 visitors came to see the AMB 2018 trade show, which closed its 

doors on 22 September in Stuttgart. Beckhoff presented numerous features to 

significantly boost the productivity of machine tools, ranging from all-in-one 

CNC as a purely software-based solution, high-performance Industrial PCs, 

customer-specific Control Panels and dynamic drive technology components 

to system-integrated image processing. Current challenges with regard to 

IoT communication and cloud-based data analysis can be easily overcome 

through the direct IoT and cloud connectivity provided by TwinCAT automation 

software.

FachPack visitors to the Beckhoff trade show booth were able to see for 

themselves the next development step in the packaging industry with a live 

demonstration of the XTS eXtended Transport System: The XTS implements 

flexible changes of format in a few seconds with a minimum of components. 

At the same time the consumption of resources and energy is optimised and 

the machine footprint is reduced. The XTS variant in hygienic design, manufac-

tured entirely in stainless steel, additionally offers a solution for particularly 

demanding packaging applications in the food and pharmaceutical industries.

Review AMB 2018

Review FachPack 2018

Over 1,400 exhibitors presented their trendsetting solutions for the wind 

industry at WindEnergy in Hamburg from 25 to 28 September. In line with 

the motto “maximum transparency for wind turbines” Beckhoff presented its 

system-integrated measurement technology solution to the trade show visitors. 

The complete measurement chain in wind turbines can be implemented with 

PC-based control and the TwinCAT Wind Framework software tool: from the 

connection of all common sensors to the use of cloud storage services. Turbine 

operators benefit from improved diagnostics, increased availability and pro-

longed service lives of their wind turbines.

Review WindEnergy 2018

More info and Trade Show TV: www.beckhoff.com/windenergy-hamburg

At Motek, the international trade show for production and assembly automa-

tion, which came to a close on 11 October in Stuttgart, Beckhoff demonstrated 

the advantages of its PC-based control technology: System-integrated handling 

applications, motion control, robotics as well as image processing and measure-

ment technology on a central software and hardware platform optimises the 

control and monitoring of the entire process chain – be it individual machines 

or complete production lines. The use of a universal software tool for configuring 

and programming all functions significantly simplifies the engineering process.

Review Motek 2018

More info and Trade Show TV: www.beckhoff.com/motek

More info and Trade Show TV: www.beckhoff.com/amb

More info and Trade Show TV: www.beckhoff.com/fachpack
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Modularity and scalability on all levels

TwinSAFE: A new generation of safety controllers
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With the introduction of a new generation of safety controllers, Beckhoff enters into a new era in safety technology while adhering 
to its concept of modularity within the TwinSAFE system. New features include expanded functions for highly granular, flexible 
modularity and scalability on the safety project level, which makes it possible to optimally adapt each solution to the respective 
safety requirements. In addition, all new I/O modules can now directly execute customer-specific safety projects, including commu-
nication with multiple participants. That way, the control of the entire safety application can be distributed across multiple devices. 

With the new generation of safety controllers,  

machine design can be even more modular and flexible.
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The demands on modularity, scalability, openness and adaptability are 

steadily increasing in all areas of automation technology, including safety 

technology. Accordingly, customers require individualized solutions for 

all types of applications ranging from small custom machines to complex 

large-scale systems. Addressing precisely these aspects, Beckhoff offers the  

EL6910 TwinSAFE Logic Terminal and its derivatives, and lays the foundation 

for the next generation of safety control technology.

With these new safety control devices, the TwinSAFE system can be adapted 

even more effectively to the specific requirements of a machine concept 

– from low-cost, stand-alone solutions with local inputs and outputs to 

centralized safety control with distributed I/O modules through to highly 

complex networks with distributed safety applications. And since the versatile 

spectrum of components covers a wide range of form factors, protection and 

connection technologies, all kinds of specific adaptations are possible.

In addition to increasing the performance in safety control, Beckhoff has 

added analog values to its selection of processable data types. As a result, 

the familiar pre-certified function blocks for processing Boolean signals have 

been expanded with function blocks for analog values. The spectrum ranges 

from basic arithmetic operations (addition, multiplication, etc.) to complex 

function blocks for the safe monitoring of presses. The choice of development 

environment is up to the user, because the safety applications can be created 

in the TwinCAT 3 software environment via drag-and-drop with a graphical 

editor or with the Codesys safety editor.

Partial download

One of the most important innovations for safety projects is the introduction 

of partial downloads, which means that projects now consist of four elements: 

– logic

– parameters

– mapping

– info data 

Each of these can be downloaded separately to the safety controller. Apart 

from the familiar checksum for the total safety project, each of these elements 

has its own checksum that in turn is part of the safety project’s release docu-

mentation. This has a huge impact on the validation and verification process 

when changes are made to a project. With the individual checksums, you can 

now directly document which parts of a safety project have been changed. 

For unchanged components, only a limited validation and verification process 

needs to be executed. 

TwinSAFE enables seamless integration of highly flexible safety solutions  

into standard control technology.
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In addition, the user rights administration has been adapted to the granularity 

of the safety project so that, for example, a single user can be granted access 

to the configuration of info data only. Such a user would not be able to change 

any other element of the safety project. This makes the safety project flexibly 

usable while protecting it against unwanted and unauthorized changes.

Customizing for modularity and scalability at the local  

software level

The customization of functionality is one of the most significant innovations in 

the new generation of safety control solutions. Projects can still be modularly 

designed, but customizing makes it possible to configure one the following 

operating modes for each of these modules:

– temporary deactivation

– permanent deactivation

– passivation

With these different settings and the corresponding configuration of replace-

ment values for the interfaces between the various modules, users can im-

plement highly sophisticated, modular and scalable architectures. The benefit 

is that a single safety project can be used for an entire series of machines. 

For smaller versions of a machine, any modules not needed can simply be 

deactivated. This reduces the engineering costs, because only a single safety 

project needs to be developed, validated and verified in accordance with 

applicable standards. 

Switching between the various operating modes is possible during runtime. 

The Beckhoff system provides two different options for this. Users can adapt 

the modules to the specific machine requirements via the TwinCAT 3 develop-

ment environment or they can use the TwinSAFE Loader tool. TwinSAFE Loader 

is a command line tool that enables customization of a safety project without 

the use of TwinCAT 3. In this way, for example, you can deactivate and activate 

modules directly via a customer-specific HMI. On the one hand, this makes 

the TwinSAFE system easily adaptable to customer-specific processes. On the  

other hand, it considerably simplifies common use cases like the commis-

sioning process. With customizing, you can temporarily deactivate individual 

modules of a safety application for the commissioning of partial installations 

and subsequently reactivate them without having to perform another valida-

tion and verification of the entire safety application. 

Modularity and scalability through individually  

distributed safety applications

With regard to modularization capabilities, Beckhoff even goes a step beyond 

customizing, because all new safety-oriented I/O components can also be used 

as safety controllers. Their communication capability is a special feature of 

With TwinSAFE, a matching safety solution is available for all applications and in all form factors.
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these components. Just like a dedicated controller, a customer-specific safety 

project executed on the I/O component can communicate directly with other 

safety-relevant devices and pre-process this data internally, which makes 

highly granular machine modularization possible. The central safety control 

device, if it exists, must process the accumulated data only. Needless to say, 

the traditional centralized safety control approach with communication chan-

nels to all relevant components can still be implemented. 

With all these options available, the safety architecture can be adapted and 

scaled to any given system requirements with maximized flexibility. Solutions 

range from low-cost compact controllers (such as the EL2911) or stand-alone 

solutions (such as the EK1960) to highly complex architectures for centralized 

safety control (with the EL6910) running a safety application that is distributed 

over multiple devices. This makes it possible, for example, to use a drive’s safety 

option in order to implement the pre-processing of drive-specific data and the 

signals collected from a safe encoder via an input terminal. 

TwinSAFE expands safety application variety

With the introduction of the new generation of safety technology, the  

TwinSAFE system can now support an even broader range of safety appli-

cations and use cases with freely selectable architectures depending on the 

individual system requirements. 

With the EK1960 TwinSAFE Compact Controller, a space-saving device  

integrating 20 safe inputs and 24 safe outputs (and optionally four relay 

outputs) is available in the form of an EtherCAT Coupler that can be operat-

ed either as a stand-alone solution or in a conventional centralized system  

layout. With the newly introduced EP1957 EtherCAT Box, a safety controller 

TwinSAFE makes it possible to implement the widest possible range  

of safety architectures that meet any application requirements.

Stand-Alone

Compact Controllers

Classic Architecture

Distributed Control

= Safety Logic
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Further information:
www.beckhoff.com/twinsafe

providing stand-alone capability with eight safe inputs and four safe outputs 

is now available for the first time as an IP67-protected device for use in the 

field. By employing safe potential supply groups with non-reactive standard 

terminals, the new EL2911 EtherCAT Terminal with four safe inputs and  

one safe 10 A output makes it easy to implement even the smallest safety 

application in a cost-effective way. The dedicated control functionality can 

also be integrated into the fieldbus level in the form of an EtherCAT Ter - 

minal or EtherCAT plug-in module. In addition, all safety control devices 

can communicate reliably via the Safety-over-EtherCAT (FSoE, Fail Safe over 

EtherCAT) protocol.

Many factors make it possible to optimize the TwinSAFE system in accordance 

with any requirements. These include the wide variety of the safety-oriented 

control solutions in terms of form factors and environmental conditions, the 

As part of a distributed safety application, all new safety-oriented  

I/O components from Beckhoff can also be used for safety control.

Safety Logic 1 Safety Logic 2

Safety Logic

Safety Logic n

Machine Module 1 Machine Module 2 Machine Module n

various expansion levels – from compact controllers to the traditional ap-

proach for centralized safety control to a distributed safety application – as 

well as the consistent safety engineering options. It can also be easily and 

intuitively integrated into various systems, for example to add the capability 

for safety-relevant processing of analog values to an existing architecture in 

order to meet changed requirements.

Author: Dr. Martin Früchtl, Safety Technology, Beckhoff
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The mechanical engineering sector is working constantly to find ways to optimize machinery, improve machine availability and 
minimize fluctuations in production. Integrating high-performance measurement capabilities into control systems can help ini-
tiate new development approaches that overcome performance limitations once considered insurmountable. The new ELM314x 
Economy line of EtherCAT measurement modules opens up this path to innovation for an even broader diversity of machinery.

EtherCAT measurement modules now include cost-effective ELM314x Economy line

System-integrated, high-end measurement  
technology drives innovation in machine building

Basic line
24 bit
10 ksps per channel
simultaneous
100 ppm @ 23 °C
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Programmers and engineers looking to advance machine development often 

run into at least one technological hurdle at some point or another that stalls 

further performance gains. The problem areas can be many and varied – physical 

as well as electrical – and they broadly affect all the machines of a given type, 

even from multiple vendors. The key question is how machine planners can 

deal with these challenges they are faced with. When it comes to controlling 

machines in a closed loop or gaining greater visibility into machine processes, 

the EtherCAT measurement modules from Beckhoff offer a right-fit solution by 

allowing high-performance measurement technology to be incorporated directly 

into the control systems. 

Economy line
24 bit
1 ksps per channel
multiplexed
100 ppm @ 10...40 °C

The cost-effective Economy line of EtherCAT measurement modules 

with sampling rates up to 1 ksps expands the range of applications 

supported by high-end measurement technology from Beckhoff.

Integrated measurement technology benefits machine builders and users in 

various ways over the entire life cycle of a test or production machine. Examples 

include:

– during first-time commissioning, installation troubleshooting, and process 

fine-tuning

– during operation, to monitor operating sequences and production quality, 

measure vibration, monitor power, check results and predict the need for 

maintenance

– in maintenance, to verify that the work carried out has achieved the inten-

ded outcomes
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In all these cases, measurement technology adds value by delivering insights 

gained from carefully planned measures to achieve greater visibility into machi-

nes’ inner workings. But for this to succeed, measurement applications must be 

planned in from the outset, during a machine’s conceptual design phase. After 

all, if there are no sensors in place to measure something, either directly or indi-

rectly, no measurements can be made. Only users who are thoroughly familiar 

with a given process can make informed decisions on whereabouts it would 

make sense to take measurements within a machine. That said, novel types of 

measurements can also produce surprising new findings that allow processes 

to be optimized further.

Economy line modules open up a wide range of applications

The 1 ksps Economy line of EtherCAT ELM measurement modules is the second 

category of integrated measurement technology to be released by Beckhoff. The 

basic ELM3x0x line rolled out previously, with sampling rates of 10 to 50 ksps 

per channel and an accuracy of 100 ppm, is designed to support highly dynamic 

measurements – rapid sequences of movements, load reversals or alternation of 

the kind that often occur on test rigs and benches. The same terminals can provi-

de compelling insights into processes in high-speed production machines as well.

However, many production processes do not require such fast sampling rates. 

This is why the new ELM314x Economy line with 1 ksps per channel was develo-

ped. It fits perfectly with the movement sequences of mechanical machinery yet 

offers the same capabilities and works in exactly the same way with TwinCAT 

software. Plus, there is the compatibility advantage as well. So if, for example, 

a machine should become substantially faster at some point in the future, the 

EtherCAT measurement modules can simply be replaced with faster ones with 

minimal effort, and measurement can continue as before. 

The new ELM314x Economy line currently comprises 2, 4, 6 and 8-channel 

variants. The modules allow high-precision measurements with 100 ppm accu-

racy over a wide temperature range, at low per-channel costs, and can process 

analog signals in the ranges from ±1.25 to ±10 V, from 0 to 10 V, from ±20 mA, 

and from 0/4 to 20 mA.

Measurement modules with diagnostic capabilities

The ability to monitor and diagnostically analyze measurement performance 

is of key importance for any user. This applies not just to machines operating 

continuously but also to test rigs that need to run over the weekend, and 

even short-term testing tasks. Cable breakage, short circuit, overheating and 

disruptions to the power supply are just some of the issues which, at best, 

might cause an interruption of the measurement process and, at worst, falsify 

the measurements recorded without being noticed. Measurements of the kind 

taken unattended, deep inside production machinery, must therefore be able to 

anticipate such faults from the outset and report them reliably in the event that 

flawless measurement results can no longer be obtained. 

The EtherCAT measurement modules from Beckhoff are designed to do just this. 

Self-diagnostic capabilities account for a significant proportion of the device 

firmware and hardware. For users, this means that they can rely on the modules 

to detect and report commonly occurring faults and only ever return reliable 

measurement readings to the control system. 

Making the most of EtherCAT’s advantages

The fast, high-precision measurement modules benefit from the field-proven 

EtherCAT capabilities, which are ideal for industrial measurement systems: 

– The transfer rate of 100 Mbit/s is sufficient for several 100 analog channels, 

each with a sampling rate of 10 ksps. 

– The distributed clocks system, which allows synchronized data capture on a 

large number of channels and terminals, at long distances, with an accuracy 

of up to ±100 ns.

– The proven, consistent parameterization of EtherCAT slaves via CoE, and 

data transport via PDO is already familiar to the users. 

Given that PC-based control technology has always been used to equip even 

extended plants with EtherCAT, the Beckhoff portfolio not only incorporates 

measurement terminals and the means to implement TwinCAT functionality, it 

also includes numerous EtherCAT infrastructure components spanning the entire 

measurement chain. The latter include the following: optical transmission equip-

ment such as couplers and fiber-optic media converters for environments with 

a high EMC load; the CU2508 family of port multipliers for parallel EtherCAT 

data streams requiring transmission rates in excess of 100 Mbit/s; and couplers 

with ID switches to support flexible topologies and in general, the fault-tolerant 

redundant EtherCAT cabling.

Measurement technology and simulation

In many fields, computer-aided simulation is used to trial a wide range of ideas 

in advance, thus reducing subsequent testing time, effort and expense. It can 

be highly worthwhile, especially with the kinds of complex systems that cannot 

be tested extensively in advance. With systems like these, simulation may be 

Four ELM314x series measurement modules are currently available – with two, four, 

six or eight channels that can be configured to measure voltage or current.

EtherCAT measurement modules, including the new ELM314x Economy line, can be used 

to seamlessly integrate high-end measurement technology into control systems.
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the only viable way to find the right approach to a solution. It can also help to 

identify the best locations for sensors within a machine, or, alternatively, show 

that certain sensors could be left out if the information they would provide can 

be obtained by other, possibly indirect, means.

This might sound as if measurement technology could become redundant in the 

long term. Doubtless, simulations can be run under a wide range of repeatedly 

changed starting conditions, and can save a lot of time. However, the fact re-

mains that applications must always be tested, time and again, against real-life 

conditions as well. A simulation model has to be compared repeatedly with how 

the actual machine it represents behaves. Precise measurement data obtained 

from the machine itself showing actual timings and quantities is essential.  

Without this feedback, the model would evolve in isolation, and any simulations 

run would produce unrealistic results. High-quality, built-in measuring techno-

logy ensures a steady flow of information from the machines, and the various 

measurement channels, if set correctly, provide exactly the control data needed 

to refine the simulation model.

High-quality measurement data is also crucial in another, entirely different field of 

application where a virtual world and real-world data are combined: hardware-

in-the-loop testing (see the application report on p. 34). Here, tests and measu-

rements are conducted on a device, and the data collected is fed back into a test 

model in real time. If incorrect measurements, dynamic inaccuracies or deviations 

occur, testing is no longer possible. HIL tests of this kind are now performed on ma-

ny production machines, and this calls for measurements to be conducted under 

production conditions, with short cycle times. These are genuine high-speed mea-

surement tasks where precision is essential, and Beckhoff increasingly is equipping 

test benches with EtherCAT measurement modules for this very purpose.

EtherCAT-based measurement technology, integrated directly in automation 

systems, offers machine users significant advantages:

– Sensors and actuators operate in the same network; and EtherCAT, being a 

global standard, means that finding a suitable equipment vendor is simple, 

even for unusual measurement challenges.

– Centralized data handling greatly facilitates managing not just high vol-

umes of rapidly generated data but also the correlated processing of multi-

ple data streams. Solutions to address evaluation and storage requirements 

can be implemented centrally and sustainably.

– Given that the measurement and control systems are not separate but 

integrated, development times are shorter and the complexity significantly 

lower.

– In the event of a fault, all the data is available on just one system and one 

network; this simplifies and accelerates troubleshooting.

– Integrating test stations into production machines can result in a smaller 

overall machine footprint. Instead of having to use separate modules, a 

measuring task (continuous weighing, for instance) can be located directly 

at the production station.

– Moving measurement tasks to a machine’s core control system may initially 

involve more effort than buying in modules from outside. However, once 

accomplished, it assures machine builders important insights and access to 

key process data and, thus, the certainty that they have full mastery over 

their machine. 

– Important manufacturing-process data – axis positions, speeds, currents, 

accelerations and limit switch positions, for instance – is already available in 

the control system. By integrating a measurement system and its high-quali-

ty data (geometries, layer thicknesses, weights, etc.), data from both sources 

can be combined to conduct a holistic analysis.

– The bottom line: Better process mastery based on intensive measurement 

data acquisition is becoming a key element in advanced test and production 

machinery. Continuous feedback in the form of measurements and data 

evaluations can result, almost by itself, in better-quality manufactured parts 

and higher throughput. This can be accomplished through post-process 

analysis of data, with the results fed back into the program either gradually 

or manually, or – better still – instantly and continuously in real time.

Added value with system-integrated measurement technology

Conclusion

Looking ahead, the emphasis placed on equipping various types of machines 

with measurement technology may shift as machine vision systems and ad-

vances in sensor technology give rise to new solutions for new requirements. 

However, continuous measurement in some form will always remain part of 

the process. Beckhoff, with its EtherCAT measurement modules in general and 

the new ELM314x Economy line in particular, has successfully introduced a 

valuable class of component to electrical measurement technology that serves 

this purpose well. With the addition of machine vision technology to TwinCAT, 

optical measurement is becoming increasingly important, too, and Beckhoff 

will continue to rank as an important equipment supplier for advanced and 

sophisticated machinery, helping to future-proof not just production machines, 

but end customers’ processes as well.

Martin Podrouschek,  

Product Manager Fieldbus 

Systems, Beckhoff

Further information:
www.beckhoff.com/measurement-modules
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PC-based control and XTS on show in the customer information area at SAP’s headquarters in Walldorf

SAP: Live demonstration of the Open Integrated 
Factory and OPC UA communication
SAP’s OPC UA-based Open Integrated Factory initiative, in progress for a number of years now, is an extensive and steadily ex-
panding collaborative project involving several technology partners, which has been exhibited annually at the Hannover Messe 
industrial trade show since 2014. A working system that showcases the latest version of the Open Integrated Factory – Generation 
2018 – is now also on display for visitors in the customer information area at SAP’s Campus in Walldorf, Germany. The system 
incorporates a wide array of drive and control equipment supplied by technology partner Beckhoff, including EtherCAT Terminals, 
Embedded PCs, Control Panels, XTS and TwinCAT 3 OPC UA.
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A demo production system in building WDF21’s elegant  

foyer offers visitors to SAP’s headquarters in Walldorf a  

detailed look at the Open Integrated Factory’s capabilities.

The eXtended Transport System (XTS) from  

Beckhoff is at the center of the production show-

case. It communicates via OPC UA with robots, a 

vision system and other parts of the demo plant, 

all of which are orchestrated by SAP’s software.
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The Open Integrated Factory illustrates how a enterprise resource system and 

OPC UA communication can be combined to unite separate elements like an 

eXtended Transport System (XTS) from Beckhoff, a robot, a vision system and 

a driverless transportation system to create a highly flexible production solu-

tion. Tightly integrating manufacturing processes and business management 

processes, SAP Manufacturing Execution Suite uses standardized services 

to communicate directly with the XTS and other production resources. The 

TwinCAT software provides a so-called order-management language interface 

to connect the machinery with the SAP system. The communication required 

for order processing is based on a service-oriented architecture (SOA) that is 

implemented using OPC UA.

For anyone stepping into the foyer of building WDF21 at SAP’s headquarters 

in Walldorf, it is plain to see that the Open Integrated Factory has progressed 

beyond a mere vision to become a workable reality. Since 2016, scores of 

visitors have witnessed it operating up close, as Rüdiger Fritz, Product Man-

agement Digital Manufacturing & Industrie 4.0 at SAP, explains: “There are 

customer meetings in this building every day, and this means we can show 

large numbers of visitors our system operating live in the exhibit area. Besides 

representatives from politics and research, visitors include senior industry pro-

fessionals such as directors of manufacturing from international corporations. 

For the latter, in particular, Industrie 4.0 is becoming increasingly important. 

With our Open Integrated Factory demonstration, we can show them first-

Rüdiger Fritz, Product Management Digital Manufacturing & Industrie 4.0 at SAP, 

explains the benefits of OPC UA communication implemented with Beckhoff tech-

nology in an SOA-based production environment.
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Further information:
www.sap.com/manufacturing
TwinCAT 3 OPC UA: www.beckhoff.com/tf6100
XTS: www.beckhoff.com/xts

hand how SAP Manufacturing Suite, when combined with SOA, OPC UA and 

PC-based control, is perfectly capable of delivering digital transformation. SAP 

has relied on technology from Beckhoff from the outset, not least because 

XTS is ideal when it comes to showcasing rapid, high-precision sequences of 

production operations, and the Embedded PCs and TwinCAT 3 OPC UA allow 

us to implement a service-oriented manufacturing model of this kind perfectly. 

This partnership between two organizations – each eager to drive innovation 

– is an ideal fit. And one particularly exciting aspect of this collaboration is 

that our two companies both exemplify the added value that Industrie 4.0 

strategies can deliver: Going forward, business management software and  

automation technology will interconnect much more tightly than in the past. 

The ideas and approaches being pioneered today will acquire huge impor-

tance for manufacturing businesses because they will allow them to adapt to 

constant change with much greater agility and responsiveness.”

XTS was already at the core of Generation 2016 of the Open Integrated 

Factory, where it was used to transport the parts for a personalized key ring 

highly dynamically and separately through each of the manufacturing stag-

es. In Generation 2018, the system plays a similar role, but this time with a 

bottling-system valve being fitted with either an electronic or a mechanical 

control head. Rüdiger Fritz explains: “The highlight here, once again, is that 

the IT and automation resources and the SAP system all talk to one another in 

an order-processing language via OPC UA on standardized SOA services. SAP’s 

Plant Connectivity software orchestrates the various machine units, which all 

communicate via the vendor- and platform-independent OPC Unified Architec-

ture protocol. Design-wise, though, Generation 2018 of the Open Integrated 

Factory takes things significantly further than its predecessors. By integrating a 

driverless transportation system controlled by Embedded PCs and Control Panels 

from Beckhoff, it implements so-called matrix production, which uses dynamic 

decision-making to balance production processes throughout the factory floor, 

and even incorporates after-sales service and digital twin technology. Just as 

with the prior generations we’ve implemented, this latest alternative to the 

conventional assembly line has benefited greatly from the exceptional ease with 

which TwinCAT 3 OPC UA allows communication via OPC UA.”

Generation 2018 of the Open  

Integrated Factory shown by  

SAP at Hannover Messe 2018

Much of the information area is devoted to the configuration of  

a bottle-filling valve. A driverless transportation system (in the fore-

ground), also controlled by Beckhoff technology, moves the assem-

bled valve across to the nearby after-sales demonstration area.
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When we set out 15 years ago to establish our then new Ethernet fieldbus sys-

tem, EtherCAT, in the international arena, we were very much young upstarts. 

Beckhoff, the company that invented EtherCAT technology, seemed much too 

small at the time to attempt something like that in earnest. But it did not stop us 

trying. There was no fieldbus industry association to provide us with a platform 

or ease access to international standards bodies. All we had was a revolutionary 

piece of technology that was compelling in the truest sense. 

What we did back then would now probably be termed “disruptive”. When we 

launched the EtherCAT Technology Group (ETG), its rules were unconventional. 

It was important to keep the barrier to entry low so as to quickly attract a 

critical mass of member companies; we also kept the group exceptionally open, 

and provided developer support free of charge – even to competitors. And the 

group’s organizational structure was designed to achieve rapid results.

When the ETG launched at the SPS/IPC/Drives show in 2003, it had 33 founding 

members. They included a substantial number of big-name users, and this helped 

pull in their suppliers, as well. Eight months later, the number of member organi-

zations had already climbed to 100; after five-and-a-half years it had exceeded 

1,000 – a level beyond our wildest dreams when we first started out. Now,  

15 highly successful years later, we have more than 5,000 members – companies 

as well as universities – in no fewer than 65 countries, and there is no sign of 

that growth stalling any time soon.

When the doorway to international standardization eventually opened a crack, 

we jammed a foot in it – and succeeded in making EtherCAT an IEC specification 

in 2007. The ETG was also quick to venture onto other continents, opening up 

offices in China, Japan, Korea and the US. Today, the ETG is the largest fieldbus 

user organization in each of these countries.

Since the very beginning, many of our members have played a highly active 

role in the technical working groups. They help to refine the technology and 

expand it in specific directions. They also genuinely enjoy doing so. We hear, 

time and again, that people find things a little more easy going in the working 

groups and ETG offices than anywhere else – less formal, but all the more 

results-driven. And the engineers like it that way. Nonetheless, the Technical 

Advisory Board makes sure that EtherCAT stays solid and stable: Expansion is 

allowed; modification is not.

The success of the past 15 years has been driven primarily by the compelling 

technology itself. But a highly motivated team, with exceptional backing from 

Beckhoff, has also been key to making that success happen. And the young up-

starts of yesteryear, have they turned into contented group officials? As anyone 

who knows us will doubtless confirm, not in the slightest!

15 years of the ETG – a true success story

Martin Rostan, Executive Director of the ETG
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Automotive industry: robot-assisted 
assembly of automotive sub-assemblies
Brent Lekx-Toniolo, Control System Concept Developer with Sodecia 

GTAC, based in London, Canada: “EtherCAT enabled us to implement 

all relevant diagnostic functions. For example, we’ve used its features 

to localize cable breakage right down to the exact cable in the line, 

resulting in indicators that blink on the HMI. Thanks to the openness and 

compatibility of EtherCAT, we can easily integrate and monitor EtherCAT 

slaves from other manufacturers with identical diagnostic functions.”

Electronics production: dispensing  
system for car heater manufacturing
Ulrich Böhm, team leader of development control and drive technology at 

Scheugenpflug AG in Neustadt/Danube, Germany: “EtherCAT has become 

established as a global standard, supported by numerous third-party sup-

pliers. Moreover, the installation and electrical connections are straight-

forward. Another important factor is that the data transmission rates are 

very high, so we don’t have to worry about bandwidth capacity limits. 

A further benefit is the XFC technology (eXtreme Fast Control), used for 

very fast and precise tool measurement via the EP1258 EtherCAT Box with 

two-channel timestamping function.”

EtherCAT: field-proven technology with clear application advantages

The capabilities of the EtherCAT technology are not only evident from the growth and success of the EtherCAT Technology Group. 
From the very beginning, EtherCAT proved its worth by delivering tangible application benefits, and these are illustrated here in a 
small selection of customer projects from recent years, with testimonials from satisfied users.
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Further information:
www.pc-control.net/pdf/032015/solutions/pcc_0315_aerodyn_e.pdf

Power generation: prototype  
of 5-megawatt wind turbine  
installation in China
EtherCAT has proven its value in wind turbines, not only because of 

the ease with which it handles the long distances between the tower 

base and the nacelle, which often exceed 100 meters. Also important, 

according to Markus Rees, Managing Director of aerodyn Energiesysteme  

GmbH, based in Rendsburg, Germany, are the cabling redundancies 

and the extensive diagnostic capabilities, which make troubleshooting 

easy. The combination of all these features delivers consistent high-per-

formance communication capabilities for the core turbine components. 

Even the wind farm communication can be seamlessly integrated.

Further information:
www.pc-control.net/pdf/special_packaging_2014/solutions/
pcc_special_packaging_2014_multivac_e.pdf

Packaging: reliable and flexible control 
of packaging machines
Alois Allgaier, head of the Control Technology Division at MULTIVAC 

Sepp Haggenmüller GmbH & Co. KG with headquarters in Wolf-

ertschwenden, Germany: “The required communication with the central 

controller is handled by the extremely fast EtherCAT system, which 

was also an important aspect when deciding in favor of PC Control. 

Ultimately, the clock speeds that can be achieved by the packaging 

machines depend directly on ensuring shortest possible cycle times of 

the control technology.”
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Research: drive control for  
European XFEL X-ray laser
Dr. Suren Karabekyan, research associate with European 

XFEL GmbH in Hamburg, Germany: “EtherCAT communi-

cation is a key component of our facility. It enables us to 

configure a very robust and reliable control system with 

redundant ring topology, even in a large installation such 

as ours. Overall, it is also a very cost-effective solution.”

Further information:
www.pc-control.net/pdf/022016/solutions/pcc_0216_nasa-wheelift_e.pdf

Aerospace industry: self-propelled heavy transporters 
in construction of Space Launch System by NASA
John Pullen, Principal Controls Designer at Doerfer Companies based in Waverly, Iowa, USA: 

“EtherCAT is also indispensable for fault monitoring. With the built-in diagnostic capabilities of 

the EtherCAT system, we can immediately point the operator to any specific cable or device in the 

event of a service or maintenance need.”

Further information:
www.pc-control.net/pdf/032015/solutions/pcc_0315_xfel_e.pdf
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Further information:
www.pc-control.net/pdf/032018/solutions/pcc_0318_eurotheum_e.pdf

Building automation: revitalization  
of Frankfurt’s Eurotheum high-rise 
building
Rainer Daiß, Team Manager at Herrmann GmbH & Co. KG in Plüderhau-

sen, Germany: ”The huge volumes of data generated – by as many as 

100,000 physical data points for the building automation features and 

an additional 6,000 for the smoke extraction system – require an excep-

tionally fast and reliable bus system like EtherCAT that can operate over 

copper wires just as well as over fiber-optic cables, depending on the 

circumstances. Especially for the highly available smoke extraction sys-

tem, EtherCAT stands out with its easy-to-implement cable redundancy 

and fast fiber-optic cable installation.”

Further information:
www.pc-control.net/pdf/012016/solutions/pcc_0116_wilka_e.pdf

Metalworking: high-precision  
Wilka key manufacturing
Wilfried Wengenroth, Managing Director of AST GmbH in Wuppertal, Germany: 

“EtherCAT represents a critical advantage, specifically due to the ability to 

perform automatic scanning of the system, in particular during initial commis-

sioning. Additionally, EtherCAT offers rapid and convenient diagnostics of all 

bus devices.”
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Further information:
www.pc-control.net/pdf/032017/solutions/pcc_0317_maturo_e.pdf

Testing equipment: rotary tables and
antenna masts in EMC test laboratories

Stefan Lehner, Manager of Software Department at Maturo GmbH in 

Pfreimd, Germany: “We are optimally supported by the EtherCAT com-

munication standard, which was originally developed by Beckhoff and 

is now established worldwide. Moreover, EtherCAT is tried and tested as 

an extremely powerful and easy-to-handle bus system. Via the EL2262 

EtherCAT Terminal, we can specify the positions with an oversampling 

Aviation industry: Rolls-Royce  
test rig for the world’s  
most powerful aircraft gearbox
Andreas Köhler, Senior Automation Software Expert at Renk 

Test System GmbH in Augsburg, Germany: “In this application, 

we benefit from the openness and capabilities of PC- and  

EtherCAT-based technology from Beckhoff, in particular the  

high speed, large transmission distances and Hot Connect func-

tionality offered by EtherCAT, as well as the connectivity options 

for numerous other bus systems.”

factor of 100 and reach a far higher resolution than would be possible 

with the underlying control cycle. This is the only way to transfer the 

required commands to the drive technology at relatively high speeds 

and with 0.01° resolution.”

PC Control 04 | 2018       ETG
©

 Steffen W
eigelt/Rolls-Royce

Further information:
www.pc-control.net/pdf/022018/solutions/
pcc_0218_renk-test-system_e.pdf

http://www.pc-control.net/pdf/special_packaging_2014/solutions/pcc_special_packaging_2014_multivac_d.pdf
http://www.pc-control.net/pdf/022018/solutions/pcc_0218_renk-test-system_e.pdf
http://www.pc-control.net/pdf/022018/solutions/pcc_0218_renk-test-system_e.pdf
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Reliable steering is one of any vehicle’s most important safety-relevant elements. Correspondingly high demands are placed on 
system testing that accompanies the development process. Together with ZF Friedrichshafen AG, the Cologne, Germany-based 
Akka DNO GmbH has therefore developed a high-performance Hardware-in-the-Loop test system that acquires necessary data 
via high-end measurement technology directly integrated in PC-based control technology from Beckhoff.

System-integrated measurement technology used in 
automotive Hardware-in-the-Loop test system

Efficient acquisition of measurement data via  
EtherCAT analog terminals in steering unit testing
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The combination of electric power  

steering on the front axle and active rear 

axle kinematics increases car safety.

With 230 locations around the world, ZF Friedrichshafen AG is a global  

leader in driveline and chassis technology as well as active and passive safety 

technology. Akka DNO GmbH (formerly Gigatronik Köln GmbH) specializes 

as an engineering partner for the automotive industry and develops modern 

Hardware-in-the-Loop (HiL) test systems with ZF, among others. Sören Ole 

Kuklau, Team Management Function Development at Akka DNO, explains: 

“We provide support with our long-standing expertise in the creation of 

test specifications, test automation and in the construction of the test infra-

structure in particular. A good example of this is the HiL test system for the 

electronic power pack (EPP) in a vehicle steering unit, which was developed 

in close cooperation with ZF. We began development in 2016 and even at  

that time we were already using measurement I/O terminals from Beckhoff, 

such as the EL3751 EtherCAT input terminal. With oversampling, additional fil-

ters and the adjustable measuring range, this multi-function terminal offered 

Measurement tech-

nology integrated  

in standard EtherCAT 

Terminals is an inte-

gral component of 

PC-based control from 

Beckhoff.
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us many options to reliably acquire certain analog values that are particularly 

critical in our industry.”

Dr. Michael Moczala, Team Leader Software/System Test Tooling in the area of 

Active & Passive Safety Technology, Steering from ZF in Düsseldorf, outlines 

further details of this HiL test system: “In the EPP-in-the-Loop (EPPiL) testing, 

the EPP – in other words, the combination of the electronic control unit and 

the electric motor that it controls to drive a car’s electric steering system – is 

tested in a simulation environment. In practice this means that all components 

that interact with these two hardware elements in the vehicle are mapped as 

virtual models and simulated on a special real-time system.” 

PC-based control is universal, open and scalable

Test systems in the HiL area can also be automated completely and universally 

with PC-based control – extending to seamlessly integrated measurement 

and safety technology. Sören Ole Kuklau outlines the specific benefits for the 

EPPiL test equipment: “In the EPPiL system, the PC-based control technology 

from Beckhoff provides the complete I/O infrastructure. The actual simulation 

runs on the separate real-time system. With regard to computing power,  

the CX5140 Embedded PC has proven to be ideal for data handling. Not only 

that, the Beckhoff hardware can, if necessary, be scaled very easily according 

to individual application requirements – even up to high-performance multi-

core systems.”

According to Sören Ole Kuklau, the impressive depth of the I/O range and 

openness through the globally established EtherCAT standard offers further 

key advantages: “We placed very high demands on the I/Os with regard 

to the resolution of time and values and we paid attention to additional 

functions available in EtherCAT, such as oversampling. The EtherCAT mea-

surement terminals from Beckhoff offer the ideal solution here, especially  

as the widespread use of EtherCAT allows the simple integration of third- 

party components in order to use automotive-specific bus systems, for exam-

ple. Furthermore, we benefit in the test benches from the useful diagnostic 

options with EtherCAT, among other things, for monitoring the data connec-

tion between the test console and the control cabinet. In addition to that, 

there is the high reliability and performance of the data transmission that we 

Sören Ole Kuklau from Akka DNO, Dr. Michael Moczala from ZF and Wilm Schadach, 

Beckhoff Sales Office Monheim, Germany, with the Hardware-in-the-Loop test system 

for the control unit and electric motor of an electric car steering system (left to right).
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rely on.” Dr. Michael Moczala adds a further aspect: “With the very high data 

quantities, it helps that we can acquire and transmit the information at two 

different sampling rates – the critical signals such as position specification 

and torque measurement at 4 ksamples, in other words, with a 250 µs cycle, 

and the rest of the data at 1 ksamples or with a 1 ms cycle. In this way, 

the typical bottleneck can be avoided in data transmission to the separate 

real-time simulation system, which is connected to the Embedded PC as an 

EtherCAT slave.”

Analog I/Os form backbone of the EPPiL test system architecture

Dr. Michael Moczala explains the operating principle of the test system:  

“The hardware interface of the EPPiL simulator – the so-called test console 

– includes a load motor and a torque sensor for detecting the state of the con-

necting shaft. Connected to that is the actual test specimen, i.e. the electronic 

power pack consisting of a control unit and support motor. The EtherCAT I/O 

system forms the connection to the simulation technology, to the models 

representing the real-world mechanical steering components, different types 

of vehicles and roads through to the vehicle communication, among others. 

Communication between the modeling technology and the load motor as well 

as the torque measurement shaft is also implemented via the EtherCAT I/Os. 

From the simulation technology we obtain the angle of the shaft of the EPP 

motor and transmit it to the converter of the load motor. The torque sensor of 

the measurement shaft supplies the resulting torque. With this information, 

the movement equations are in turn solved in the simulation, from which we 

obtain the new position value to be transmitted to the load motor to close 

the HiL loop.”

The EtherCAT I/O system encompasses five EK1100 EtherCAT Couplers as well 

as 57 different EtherCAT Terminals. For the analog value processing, these 

include three EL4732 eXtreme Fast Control (XFC) output terminals, seven 

EL3702 XFC input terminals and 18 EL3104 input terminals. Sören Ole Kuklau 

explains their specific tasks: “The EL4732 output terminals transmit the set-

points to the programmable power supply units of the test system, and the 

EL3702s read their actual values back. The 64 channels of the so-called Fault 

Insertion Unit (FIU) for the interspersing of electrical faults, such as short-cir-

cuit or open circuit, are checked for plausibility via the 18 EL3104 terminals.” 

Dr. Michael Moczala adds: “The correct FIU function is thus monitored and the 

time of the respective switching procedure determined. The speed of the data 

acquisition is particularly important here, as switching times in the millisecond 

range are typical.”

Below: The test console with the electronic 

power pack (right), the torque measurement 

shaft (center) and the load motor (left)

Above: The EtherCAT I/O system is imple-

mented in an extremely compact space on 

the side of the control cabinet.
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Three EL3751 multi-function input terminals are additionally implemented. 

The torque sensor is read via one of the terminals. The other two inputs read 

the voltages of the power supply units. Sören Ole Kuklau comments: “Their 

flexibility with regard to the voltage range considerably simplifies our work, 

because the terminals can set to +/-10 V for the torque sensor or to +/-30 V 

for the power supply units.” For Dr. Michael Moczala, the quality of the mea-

sured data acquisition via the EL3751 is of crucial importance: “The torque 

sensor signal is fundamentally important to achieve stable system behavior in 

conjunction with the simulation model. Therefore, the values from the torque 

sensor must be transmitted with the smallest possible delay, very low noise 

and the greatest possible accuracy.” 

PC-based control offers exciting future potential

Since the start in 2016, the third generation of EPPiL test systems equipped 

with Beckhoff technology is now available, as Dr. Michael Moczala explains: 

“Our experiences with Beckhoff technology have been very good, so we will be 

retaining it in coming test system generations and we will also use new develop-

ments in the EtherCAT Terminals wherever possible.” Sören Ole Kuklau also sees 

What characterizes measurement technology from Beckhoff that 

is integrated directly in the control technology and what benefits 

does it offer in the field of testing technology?

Martin Podrouschek: Two areas of application should be mentioned here. First 

of all, there are the conventional production machines, where developers, design 

engineers, programmers and users wish to know more details about running 

processes. These include the quality of the manufactured parts, consumption of 

operating resources and cycle times. Control technology usually already exists in 

such machines, and the addition of a separate measurement and data logging 

system often fails due to financial or organizational hurdles. Conversely, with 

PC-based control or at least an EtherCAT-based I/O system, the EtherCAT mea-

surement terminals from Beckhoff offer a simple way to supplement the control 

system with measurement technology that even supports the fast and highly 

PC-based control provides measurement technology that can be integrated seamlessly into 
the control technology. In this interview, Product Manager Martin Podrouschek explains its 
advantages and wide range of uses extending up to high-end applications.

System-integrated measurement technology –  
also for high-end requirements

precise acquisition of analog values, as well as the transmission of large analog 

data quantities over 100 Mbit/s EtherCAT. The big advantage of this is that the 

additional process knowledge gained makes it possible for the post-process 

measurement technician to carry out extensive rework. In fact, the control 

system programmer can now influence a machine’s control loop better on the 

basis of high-quality data and can optimize the control process. The second area 

of application primarily concerns measurement applications in testing technol-

ogy. Through the Beckhoff-typical combination of measurement and control 

technology, users are also capable of actively intervening and automating test 

applications. And it is precisely the extensive range of drives and switches, input 

and output modules, analog and digital technology, position-detecting and 

feedback terminals from the industrial environment combined with the unlim-

ited programming flexibility of TwinCAT software – with libraries, wizards and 

data connectivity options – that makes completely new concepts for automated 

With the EtherCAT measurement modules, 

Beckhoff offers a new generation of 

high-precision measurement I/Os with a 

robust metal housing.
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Further information:
www.akka-technologies.com
www.zf.com

further development potential: “We already have pre-development projects for 

automotive-specific test systems that are based completely on Beckhoff tech-

nology. These also include the servo drive technology, which is advantageous 

due to high performance and speed as well as the convenient configuration in 

TwinCAT software. Another pre-development project is concerned with the inte-

gration of MATLAB®/Simulink® in TwinCAT to be able to relocate the real-time 

simulation to the Embedded PC and reduce costs as a result. Apart from that, 

we are working on using the ASAM standard XiL-API to decouple test cases, test 

automation tools and HiL test hardware with TwinCAT.”

test benches possible for these users. Due to the openness of PC-based control 

technology, users still remain flexible in the integration of special devices and 

industry-specific software.

What special properties benefit users of the ELM3xxx analog  

measurement modules?

Martin Podrouschek: Users who integrate measurement technology in their 

24/7 production machines expect that the measuring components will work 

just as smoothly and as long as the control system itself. In particular, the mea-

surement technology must do what it is supposed to do over the entire period 

and even under adverse conditions if necessary: it must measure precisely. And 

that is exactly where the focal point of Beckhoff measurement technology re-

sides. Due to a wide range of internal functions and a correspondingly aligned 

production approach, the measurement solutions fulfill these customer expec-

tations. Examples of this are extensive integrated self-tests, which ensure that 

the measurement modules work perfectly, as well as thorough pre-treatment 

of the modules during production and optional factory and DakkS-compliant 

certificates, through to Beckhoff recalibration services.

What are the typical fields of application for the system- 

integrated Beckhoff measurement technology and how has  

this range been extended over the years?

Martin Podrouschek: Traditional production machines are increasingly equipped 

with integrated measurement technology. User interest is increasing not only in 

energy measurement and consumption data acquisition, but also in inline parts 

measurement on the manufactured object. In this environment, the 12/16/24-bit 

analog inputs in the 12-mm plastic housings have long since become accepted. 

These include the EL3751 EtherCAT Terminal presented in the application report 

as the first precision measurement terminal from the new generation with  

100 ppm accuracy. The ELM3xxx measurement modules with 30-mm metal hous-

ings introduced in 2016 open up an even wider range of applications, especially 

in the high-end segment. Above all the testing market in general is reacting very 

positively to these developments and the EtherCAT modules can be used not 

only via TwinCAT, but also operated on every EtherCAT master. The increasing 

requirement for automation in test applications benefits in ideal fashion from 

the system-integrated Beckhoff approach, which also enables the integration of 

safety, vision, cloud connectivity and motion control on a single platform.

Further information:
www.beckhoff.com/measurement-modules

What characterizes the new EtherCAT measurement modules  

for high-end applications?

Martin Podrouschek: From a technical point of view, the processing of analog 

data can take place either locally in the measurement module or centrally in the 

TwinCAT-based controller in the I&C world. Depending on the system concept, 

one or the other will be more useful and the Beckhoff analog inputs have always 

supported both. Temperature-stable, precise measurements with an oversam-

pling function with currently up to 50 ksamples/s are advantageous for both 

applications. In particular for local processing, the modules offer a wide range of 

analog functions such as multi-stage, freely preset filtering, true RMS calculation 

and drag indicator. In addition, some terminals feature special technologies for 

sensor connection: specialties such as tare, bridge extensions and shunt cali-

bration are integrated in the ELM350x measurement modules for weighing and 

strain applications, while TEDS and AC/DC coupling are usable in the ELM360x 

IEPE terminals for vibration measurement. The integrated measurement technol-

ogy from Beckhoff imposes virtually no limits on technically oriented users in 

the installation of established measurement technology methods in production 

and test machines and market-leading applications.

Martin Podrouschek, Product Manager Fieldbus Systems, Beckhoff
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Bystronic’s modern high-bay sheet metal 

storage facility (in the background) with 

the associated handling device (center) 

and the changeover table of the laser 

cutting machine (foreground) holding a 

processed sheet.
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PC-based control enables the retrofit of a sheet metal warehouse for laser cutting system from Bystronic

Updated warehouse management  
system increases availability and  
simplifies maintenance of legacy facility
Peter Huber AG recently upgraded the sheet metal warehouse for a laser-cutting system at the Bystronic 
headquarters in Niederönz, Switzerland. Through the use of PC-based control, the facility now meets 
current requirements with improved availability and enhanced remote maintenance capabilities.
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Roughly 10 meters tall, the sheet metal storage facility 

has two storage towers with a total of 83 bins.
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The Bystronic laser cutting system can be used to  

cut out parts from metal sheets with high precision.

Mario Duppenthaler, Head of 

Solution & Project Management 

at Bystronic; Erich Schumacher, 

General Manager of Peter Huber 

AG; and Robert Urech, Area Sales 

Manager of Beckhoff Switzerland, 

in front of a Bystronic fiber laser 

cutting system (left to right).

Bystronic is one of the world’s leading providers of sheet metalworking solu-

tions. The company’s portfolio includes laser cutting systems and press brakes 

along with associated automation and software solutions. Bystronic uses its 

machines in its own facilities, as Mario Duppenthaler, Head of Solution & 

Software Management, explains: “The recently updated high-bay racking sys-

tem is part of our plant’s processing platform for a wide range of sheet metal 

components used for our own laser cutting systems. It consists of two storage 

towers that are 9.6 meters tall with a total of 83 bins, each measuring 3 by  

1.5 meters. The maximum storage capacity is 249 tons. To remove items, a 

storage and retrieval device travels to the respective bin and transfers it to 

a Bystronic handling device, which removes the requested part and moves it 

via an automated transfer cart to the changeover table of the laser cutting 

machine – in this case a BySpring Fiber 3015.”

Retrofit of legacy system pays off

Since the sheet metal warehouse was first put into operation in 1998, upgrading 

it made a lot of sense, says Mario Duppenthaler: “Unlike the actual production 

machines, such storage systems are usually replaced in much longer intervals. 

Accordingly, their control and communication technology often does not keep 

up with other machinery. On the other hand, the importance of such storage 

systems should not be underestimated. After all, they form the backbone of the 

entire production facility – and therefore have a considerable impact on plant 

availability. In addition, a retrofit provides the ability to optimize process work-

flows and reduce non-productive times in order to catch up with the usually 

improved productivity of later-generation processing machinery.”



The modernization project was handled by Peter Huber AG, located in the 

Swiss town of Alpnach. The full-service provider of control solutions for  

sheet metalworking, and a Beckhoff Solution Provider since 2010, employs 

PC-based control for new designs of machines and robotic systems as well  

as for retrofits. General Manager Erich Schumacher confirms the role that a 

smart retrofit can play in increasing overall production efficiency: “As equip-

ment ages, the availability of the entire facility depends to a large extent on 

the availability of the individual control components. This is where the long-

term availability of Beckhoff technology is essential, particularly with regard 

to the long-term usability of the entire facility. In this particular warehouse, 

for example, PC-based control replaced 20-year-old technology whose compo-

nents are no longer available and whose Eprom-based software is no longer 

adaptable to today’s requirements. In addition, PC-based control technology 

finally enabled the use of modern remote maintenance capabilities. From an 

operator’s perspective, both aspects – component availability and remote 

maintenance – are actually even more important than the potential perfor-

mance improvements that can be achieved by automating a legacy system.”

PC-based control is ideal for retrofits

For Erich Schumacher, openness and modularity are the main arguments for 

deploying PC-based control technology from Beckhoff, especially in retrofit 

projects: “With PC-based control, you can design the control and I/O systems 

precisely in accordance with the individual machine requirements. For example, 

the modular system of I/O terminals allows you to place small control boxes 

exactly where you need them if you want to keep using existing cable harness-

es. This means that there is no need for expensive machine rewiring. We also 

appreciate the consistency of the system, because all Industrial PCs, from the 

smallest to the largest, run the same automation software. This simplifies our 

work considerably, particularly with retrofit projects, because the time to install 

these upgrades is often very limited since clients want to have their production 

up and running again as quickly as possible.”

At the center of the upgraded system that controls all storage workflows and 

the handling device is a Beckhoff CX5140 Embedded PC running TwinCAT NC 

PTP control software as well as TwinCAT PLC HMI software for visualizing 

workflows on a 12-inch CP2912 multi-touch Control Panel. The motors in the 

sheet metal storage system are controlled via two AX5118 Servo Drives with 

integrated AX5801 TwinSAFE cards for motion safety functions. The I/O sys-

tem consists of four EtherCAT Couplers, two EK1122 EtherCAT junctions and  

A 12-inch CP2912 multi-touch Control Panel enables 

optimal visualization of the entire plant.

Two AX5118 Servo Drives ensure precision while integrated 

AX5801 TwinSAFE cards make sure that movements within 

the storage facility are executed with maximum safety.

With its modularity and scalability, the automation technology, 

consisting of an Embedded PC, EtherCAT and TwinSAFE terminals, 

can be optimally adapted to existing production systems.
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50 EtherCAT Terminals, including extremely compact EL1809 and EL2809 

high-density digital terminals as well as EL1904 and EL2904 TwinSAFE input 

and output terminals respectively. 

Having system-integrated safety technology is a particularly important aspect 

for Erich Schumacher: “The safety features must not be separate from the 

overall control system, because having a complete data-related overview of the 

total system is critical if problems arise. That’s why all safety functions – such as 

emergency stop, safety gates and light barriers, as well as position monitoring 

of the two transfer carts between the handling device and the changeover table 

– are implemented via TwinSAFE terminals and the TwinSAFE cards in the servo 

drives.” Mario Duppenthaler mentions yet another advantage of having an 

integrated system: “We plan to link the sheet storage facility more closely with 

Further information:
www.bystronic.com
www.peterhuberag.ch
www.beckhoff.ch

The handling device for sheet metal parts is also 

controlled by the PC-based control platform.

the higher-level ERP system in the future. For example, we want to integrate 

the warehouse into the so-called cockpit, a live monitoring solution that will 

visualize all of our production data. We are also working on a detailed systems 

analysis of the sheet warehouse, which is particularly important for preventive 

maintenance. PC-based control is open enough to easily add such capabilities 

at a later date.”
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PC Control streamlines inspection  
of large aerospace components
The Genesis Systems Group based in Davenport, Iowa, USA, develops robotic systems for non-destructive inspection 
(NDI) of large components for large and small aircraft, satellites and even full-size rockets. PC- and EtherCAT-based con-
trol technology not only enables high accuracy and high throughput for automated testing of safety-critical components, 
but also offers considerable savings with regards to cabling and installation.

One Cable Automation: Cabling effort for robotic non-destructive inspection system reduced by 50 percent

Above: A new development from Genesis Systems Group is called  

the RoboPogo, a part holding system with multiple articulated robots  

for aerospace components undergoing NSpect™ NDI testing.

Left: Genesis leverages CX2030 Embedded PCs for PLC, motion control,  

safety logic, inspection software, HMI and Windows OS on systems with  

20 robots, which only uses about 25 percent of the CPU capacity.
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NSpect™ systems from Genesis combine ultrasonic inspection data with robot positional  

information to ensure seamless material inspection of safety-critical components.

There are few industries where the demands for material testing and quality 

assurance are more challenging than in the aerospace industry. Ensuring 

the safety of passengers, crew and cargo with fully inspected materials and 

components is no simple task. Genesis Systems Group is a robotic systems in-

tegrator, supporting the manufacturing, transportation and aerospace markets. 

The company specializes in robotic NDI systems to cater to the special testing 

requirements  of large components for aircraft, satellites and rockets. Even for 

experienced professionals, manual inspection of such components has been a 

challenge until now, because they have to move around the large parts and at 

the same time ensure complete material testing in compliance with the highest 

accuracy requirements. Automated with PC- and EtherCAT-based control tech-

nology from Beckhoff, the inspection systems from Genesis now perform these 

tasks with the required precision yet at a much faster rate.

Robotic systems designed for the ultimate test

The NSpect™ line of NDI solutions from Genesis Systems is designed to check 

large-surface aerospace components for material defects and compliance with 

manufacturing specifications. For that purpose, Genesis integrates robots with 

ultrasonic process equipment to conduct through-transmission ultrasound test-

ing with a sender and a receiver. Common ultrasound test types include pulse 

echo, phased array and shearography. Other techniques are also supported. The 

range of materials that can be inspected is vast, but most commonly involve 

steel, aluminum and composite materials. 

An important component in these systems is a 6-axis articulated robot paired 

with a virtual encoder called the Genesis Blitz Module™. Through extensive 

C++ programming, the Blitz Module™ can take all robot positions and create 
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a virtual encoder with six degrees of freedom in around 200 microseconds. This 

is intended for grid sizes that are measured in increments of 1 mm or less. This 

position feedback ensures seamless inspection of the large-surface components. 

“In the inspection world this is called pulse-on-position (PoP),” explained Ryan 

Steckel, Automation Systems Engineer, Genesis Systems Group. “The Blitz Mod-

ule™ takes the inspection data from the material under test and correlates the 

data with the position of the instrument or sensor. The faster the pulses can 

be sent, the faster the robot can run and the more productive the NDI systems 

are as a result.” The recognized standard to send these pulses is 10 ms, while 

the Blitz Module™ developed by Genesis can send pulses in just 1 ms. In this 

context, EtherCAT also promotes extremely accurate measurements and highly 

precise system synchronization, which is critical for test and measurement 

applications.

Another new development from Genesis is called the RoboPogo, a part holding 

system with multiple articulated robots for components undergoing NSpect™ 

NDI testing. The RoboPogo solution sets itself apart because a single system can 

handle complex parts with multiple geometries, according to Whitney Moon, 

Director, Aerospace Division, Genesis Systems Group. “In 2017 Genesis took 

on a project that required the fixturing of especially large parts for NDI. Doing 

this with traditional hard tooling or manually adapted fixtures would be very 

cumbersome and expensive,” Moon explained. When holding parts that are 

between 10 and 110 feet long, such a solution is ideal because the articulated 

robots offer the required degrees of freedom to accommodate multiple part 

geometries, varied processes or applications and can even enable dynamic repo-

sitioning during the ongoing inspection process. This is all precisely synchronized 

with the inspection robots of the NSpect™ series.

PC-based control simplifies system integration

“The applications we address with solutions like the RoboPogo are very com-

plex, so we need automation systems that simplify our designs,” Moon said. 

“PC-based control systems are ideal because we can solve all tasks with one 

integrated platform from a single source.” Genesis Systems integrates all func-

tions into one Beckhoff CX2030 Embedded PC. This powerful device can run 

the PLC, safety PLC, motion control, HMI software, Windows OS and essentially 

any inspection software used by Genesis. “We use the CX2030 Embedded PC 

networked over EtherCAT on our systems with 20 robots, and we still only use 

about 25 percent of the CPU capacity,” explained Steckel. “Gathering all the 

NDI data and maintaining communication with 20 different KUKA robots within 

a millisecond is impressive, a testament to the value of PC-based control and 

EtherCAT.” 

System programming and runtime is handled using TwinCAT 3 software, which 

simplifies system deployment further. “The engineering environment accommo-

dates Structured Text and object-oriented programming (OOP), which helps us 

grow the RoboPogo concept – as some systems have four robots, some have 

System programming and  

runtime is handled using TwinCAT 3 

software from Beckhoff. 
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as many as 20,” Whitney Moon said. Steckel added that OOP allows Genesis 

to easily implement existing code libraries in new systems: “To start up a new 

system, it’s much easier to just set basic parameters rather than rewriting every 

line of code.”

EtherCAT cuts automation effort, boosts safety

On the networking side, RoboPogo and other NDI systems from Genesis com-

municate via EtherCAT, which is widely accepted by major robot manufacturers 

around the world. Genesis Systems was also an early adopter of EtherCAT P and 

One Cable Automation (OCA) technology. “As Genesis Systems began to work 

with more commercial airplanes and spacecraft, many applications extended 

for hundreds of feet,” Whitney Moon said. “Having to run the numerous cables 

involved back to enclosures is especially time-consuming and expensive in these 

cases. That’s why Genesis Systems Group uses EtherCAT P technology to route 

the power and EtherCAT network around entire fixtures without running lines 

way back to a main enclosure from each stand.” To drastically reduce these 

cable runs, a large percentage of the I/O devices deployed by Genesis Systems 

are EtherCAT P Box and EtherCAT Box modules with IP 67 protection, combined 

with servomotors and drives with One Cable Technology (OCT).

Integrated safety technology in the EtherCAT I/O system takes the form of 

TwinSAFE, which provides additional benefits. “Using TwinSAFE we’ve reduced 

our required number of traditional safety relays by 90 percent," Moon said. 

“EtherCAT diagnostics also help boost the safety in our systems with built-in 

tools that can identify the exact location of any error from a device connected 

to the network.” TwinSAFE offers another benefit. “It also allows our safety 

zones to be reconfigurable on the fly. For example, we can have one established 

safety zone, then an operator can close a gate resulting in two different zones. 

Safe loading can happen in one zone, but the system continues running in the 

other. This was previously not possible with other PLCs and safety interfaces we 

worked with,” Steckel explained.

Significant savings with increased accuracy and productivity

“By adding One Cable Automation, Genesis Systems can reduce NDI system 

cabling by up to 50 percent for drives, motors, sensors, actuators and pneumatic 

valves,” Ryan Steckel said. "We also reduced cabling and installation time of 

all electronic components by 50 percent,” Whitney Moon added. “Additionally, 

we reduced the space needed in our electrical cabinets and enclosures by  

20 percent.”

From left to right: Ryan Steckel, Automation Systems Engineer, Genesis Systems 

Group; Dennis Sowada, Regional Sales Engineer, Beckhoff Automation; Whitney Moon, 

Director, Aerospace Division, Genesis Systems Group.

“Through the combined use of PC-based control technologies and EtherCAT, Genesis  

Systems was able to reduce cabling and installation time of all electronic components 

by 50 percent,” said Whitney Moon.
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05 – 08 December 2018
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Europe

Germany

LogiMAT

19 – 21 February 2019

Stuttgart

Tire Technology Expo

05 – 07 March 2019

Hanover

ISH

11 – 15 March 2019

Frankfurt/Main

Messtec+Sensor Masters

26 – 27 March 2019

Stuttgart

Hannover Messe

01 – 05 April 2019

Hanover

Meorga

10 April 2019

Halle (Saale)

Automotive Testing Expo

21 – 23 May 2019

Stuttgart

Ligna

27 – 31 May 2019

Hanover

Meorga

19 June 2019

Hamburg

Belgium

Indumation  

06 – 08 February 2019

Kortrijk

Bedrijven Contactdagen

04 – 05 December 2019

Kortrijk 

Denmark

EOT

07 – 09 May 2019

Herning

Finland

Verkostomessut

23 – 24 January 2019

Tampere

IndustryForum  

Smart Manufacturing & Services

29 – 30 January 2019

Lahti

Manufacturing Performance Days

04 – 06 June 2019

Tampere

Avita audioVisual Expo

02 – 03 October 2019

Helsinki

Teknologia

05 – 07 November 2019

Helsinki

France

Sepem Industries

29 – 31 January 2019

Douai

Smart Industries

05 – 08 March 2019

Lyon

CFIA Rennes

12 – 14 March 2019

Rennes

Sensor+Test

25 – 27 June 2019

Nuremberg

Husum Wind

10 – 13 September 2019

Husum

EMO

16 – 21 September 2019

Hanover

Meorga

18 September 2019

Ludwigshafen

FachPack

24 – 26 September 2019

Nuremberg

Motek

07 – 10 October 2019

Stuttgart

K

16 – 23 October 2019

Düsseldorf

Meorga

23 October 2019

Landshut

FMB

06 – 08 November 2019

Bad Salzuflen

Productronica

12 – 15 November 2019

Munich

SPS IPC Drives

26 – 28 November 2019

Nuremberg

Austria

Power-Days

13 – 15 March 2019

Salzburg

Smart Automation

14 – 16 May 2019

Linz

Switzerland

EPHJ-EPMT-SMT

18 – 21 June 2019

Geneve
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Italy

SPS IPC Drives Italia

28 – 30 May 2019

Parma

Netherlands

ISE

05 – 08 February 2019

Amsterdam

Norway

EuroExpo

30 – 31 January 2019

Stavanger

EuroExpo

03 – 04 April 2019

Gjovik

Aqua Nor

20 – 23 August 2019

Trondheim

EuroExpo

18 – 19 September 2019

Alesund

Sweden

Industrimässorna

06 – 07 February 2019

Malmö

ExpoStyr

09 April 2019

Norrköping

ExpoStyr

10 April 2019

Örebro

ExpoStyr

11 April 2019

Göteborg

EuroExpo

06 – 07 November 2019

Kiruna

EuroExpo

11 – 12 November 2019

Sundvall

EuroExpo

27 – 28 November 2019

Luleå

Slovenia

IFAM

12 – 14 February 2019

Celje

Spain

WindEurope

02 – 04 April 2019

Bilbao

Advanced Factories

09 – 11 April 2019

Barcelona

ITMA

20 – 26 June 2019

Barcelona  

Czech Republic

Amper

19 – 22 March 2019

Brünn

Turkey

WIN Automation

14 – 17 March 2019

Istanbul

Africa

South Africa

Africa Automation Fair

04 – 06 June 2019

Johannesburg

KZN Industrial Technology Exhibition

24 – 26 July 2019

Durban

Asia

China

SIAF

10 – 12 March 2019

Guangzhou

CWIEME

14 – 17 March 2019

Xi’an

InfoComm China

10 – 12 April 2019

Beijing

CIMT

15 – 20 April 2019

Peking

IAMD

08 – 10 May 2019

Beijing

Chinaplas

21 – 24 May 2019

Guangzhou

AHTE

03 – 06 July 2019

Shanghai

India

Chemtech – Industry Automation & Control

20 – 23 February 2019

Mumbai

Acrex

28 February – 02 March 2019

Mumbai

Intec

06 – 10 June 2019

Coimbatore

Automation Expo

25 – 28 September 2019

Mumbai

Engimach

04 – 08 December 2019

Gandhinagar

Israel

Motion Control & Power Solutions

15 January 2019

Tel Aviv

New-Tech Exhibition

28 – 29 May 2019

Tel Aviv

Taiwan

Taipei International Automation Exhibition

21 – 24 August 2019

Taipeh

Thailand

Manufacturing Expo

19 – 22 June 2019

Bangkok

North America

Canada

Advanced Design & Manufacturing

04 – 06 June 2019

Toronto, ON

Canadian Manufacturing  

and Technology Show

30 September – 03 October 2019

Toronto, ON

USA

ATX West

05 – 07 February 2019

Anaheim, CA

Interphex

02 – 04 April 2019

New York, NY

ProMat

08 – 11 April 2019

Chicago, IL

Offshore Technology Conference

06 – 09 May 2019

Houston, TX

Windpower Expo

20 – 23 May 2019

Houston, TX

ATX East

11 – 13 June 2019

New York, NY

InfoComm

12 – 14 June 2019

Orlando, FL

Pack Expo

23 – 25 September 2019

Las Vegas, NV
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